PRESENTED BY QUIET MARK™

BUYER’S
GUIDE
Soundscape your home
At Quiet Mark™, we created the International mark
of approval for low-noise technology, services
and solutions. We use scientiﬁc
testing and assessment to identify
and award quiet products—500+
to date—that also perform well
at their core. Look for these and
other 3-star Quiet Mark-awarded
products, like the magimix®
range of food processors with
impressively low sound emissions,
to make purchase decisions easier
for you as you look to improve the
soundscape of your home!

Half the Noise.
Packed with Power.
Portable Design.
When looking to take the chill out
of a room, or bring some needed
heat to your space, you’ll want
something less noisy, so you can
rest peacefully or enjoy quiet
conversation. Not many appliances
in your home are used for hours
at a time, so choose a Quiet
Mark-awarded heater to ensure
you stay warm without being
disturbed. Delivering 1500W of
personal heating power in a sleek
tower design, the De’LONGHI
Ceramic Heater features a unique
Silent System, cutting noise by
half. It comes with a full-function
remote and motorized oscillation
to provide full-room warm air
circulation. Plus, its ECO Plus
Function automatically adjusts
heat and power for the most
economical warmth.

Maximum Performance.
Minimum Noise.
Quiet Mark tested the Philips air puriﬁers in a typical home
environment, with the products placed on a hard ﬂoor and
run on each power setting. The sound emissions from these
puriﬁers was impressively low, well under 60 decibels even
on the most powerful settings. With a patented dual airﬂow
system, the Philips 5000i Series Connected Air Puriﬁer
uses a combination
of six premium ﬁlters
to deliver superior
performance in rooms
up to 454 sq. ft. against:
• Allergens
• Gases
• Particles
• Bacteria
• Viruses
Optimized curvature
of the air tunnel
minimizes noise for
quiet operation day
and night.

Leave Floors
Spotless with
Minimal Effort.

Quiet Mark testing of ﬂoor care products captures the
noise that the user experiences in the context of a real-life
environment—measuring sound pressure received at head
height and arm’s length away from the device. The Kärcher
FC 5 Floor Cleaner offers a quieter way to clean hard ﬂoors in
a single, easy step. There’s no need to vacuum beforehand—
a patented two-in-one function lets you mop and suction away
wet and dry dirt at the same time. Your freshly cleaned ﬂoors
will dry in two minutes or less.

JOIN THE QUIET REVOLUTION! Find other quiet products for your home at quietmark.com

